
HELLO
GORGEOUS

1502 - 1001 8TH ST NW, AIRDRIE AB

MLS® NUMBER: C 

1080 SQFT

1.5 3 + 1 

Nestled in the beautiful neighborhood of Williamstown is a
bright and spacious 1080 sqft townhome waiting for its
new owner. With 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms and a finished
basement, this home makes use of every square inch of
space available. Walking into this open concept home, you
are greeted with the spacious living room that connects
directly to the kitchen, complete with matching stainless
steel appliances, including a new ultra-quiet stainless steel
dishwasher. Freshly painted walls and modern dark flooring
and cabinets create a seamless transition from the living
area to the kitchen, where you will find a tall sit-up kitchen
island. The thoughtfully designed kitchen includes generous
counter space, plenty of cabinets and drawers, and a
spacious pantry. Just off of the kitchen next to a large
window and the patio entrance is a nook, perfectly sized to
fit a dining table. On this level you will also find a powder
room, making the living and dining area the perfect setup
for entertaining guests. Upstairs you will find three
bedrooms and a large bathroom with a tub/shower unit, all
of which are freshly painted. 



WELCOME
HOME

One of the rooms features two large windows, and a walk-in closet. This room could be used as a master bedroom, however,
the home also features a unique twist in that there is a beautiful master suite on the lower level. This suite could also be used
as a guest room or family rec room. Having so many living options in a townhome is a treat! A gorgeous feature wall leads
you down to the lower level which is finished with plush carpeting and fresh painting, creating a unified theme throughout
the home. Pot-lights and unique bedside lamps that hang from the ceiling make it a well-lit area with a cozy feel, with a
window in the large walk-in closet. The space does not feel like it is in the basement. A large, white barn style door opens up
to a large bathroom. Although this basement bathroom is unfinished, it is plumbed and wired, ready for your own personal
touches! The laundry room can also be found in the basement, which includes a brand new LG front load high efficiency
washer and dryer set with pedestals, along with a brand new large capacity water heater! A fenced deck off of the kitchen to
the backyard provides even more room for entertaining and spending time with friends and family. Despite the enormous
perk of having two reserved parking spaces, this home also has one of the lowest condo fees in the complex.
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